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The University of Alabama in Huntsville

"Let us dare to read, think, speak and write."—John Adams

Spring commencement ceremonies held
by Claus R. Martel
staff writer and former news editor
An overcast and hot spring (remember: summer
doesn't start until June 22) afternoon. . . the sky
threatens rain and/or thundershowers.
It's
unbearably (you're welcome. Buddy) hot. But thanks
to student and family protest regarding the location
of the spring commencement ceremony, the
Huntsville community was shielded and cooled
under the protective roof of the Von Braun Civic
Center last Saturday afternoon as the UAH alumni
role grew by at least 500.
"'The opportunities that exist today are fantastic"
exclaimed keynote speaker Walter Sullivan, science
editor of the New York Times, to the 519 graduates.
"The rate of change is without precedence between
your father's generation and the present
generation."
Four hundred thirty-two students received
bachelor's degrees from UAH in the VBCC, along
with 78 recipients of Master's degrees and 9 receivers
of doctorates.
When Sandra Sanford, a Communication Arts
major who received a bachelor of arts degree, was
asked Saturday shortly after the ceremony how it felt
to walk across the stage to receive her degree, she
replied: "'It felt real good. . . it's been a lot of work."
. . . A sentiment probably shared b y 512 other
students. Congratulations, graduates!

Walter Sullivan, science editor of The New York Times, addresses the
UAH graduating class of 1987 as the seniors eagerly await to receive their
diplomas.
photo by Ricky Howard

Hunt aids UAH in two areas of scientific research
On May 27, Governor Guy Hunt
announced that the State of Alabama
is awarding $120,000 to UAH to be
used in two areas of scientific research
that will boost the economic
development of the Huntsville area
and the entire state.
"The first area of research this
award will support is superconduct
ivity," Hunt said. "In February of this
year, Dr. M.K. Wu of UAH achieved a
breakthrough in superconductivity
research in his small UAH laboratory.
Superconductivity is a process to
reduce the resistance in the conduction
of electricity. For years the process has
been done at very low temperatures
but this new process devised by Dr. Wu
achieves superconductivity at higher
temperatures. It is considered by the
world's scientific community a major
accomplishment.
"The potential scientific and
commercial benefits of this discovery
are limitless," Hunt continued. "This
process could result in significantly
lower utility bills, faster computers,
levitating vehicles, and better medical
equipment.- What this means for
Alabama is clear. This type of
breakthrough means national

they are using lasers to peel fruit.
prestige, a sharpening of Alabama's
Dr. John C. Wright, president of
competitive edge, and an important
boost to the state's economy."
UAH, stated, "Both of these fields,
According to Hunt, this grant is the
superconductivity and optics,
first of its kind to assist an institution
represent tremendous potential for
in high technology research in
new products and processes and we
Alabama. This administration is
expect new industries to grow around
committed to leading Alabama into
them as well as for existing industries
the national forefront in economic
development, and it is very proud of
this innovative approach of using state
funds to assist in research that
ultimately will benefit us all.
The award will be used to purchase
equipment necessary to sustain the
momentum of Dr. Wu and his graduate
students.
The other area of research this grant
will support is laser optics. These funds
On June 15, Paul Brand, Director of
will be used to enable UAH and the Athletics for UAH, accepted the
Rexham Corporation, a manu resignation of Jim Krause, head men's
facturing and research company in basketball coach. The resignation will
Huntsville, to start operating a large be effective August 31, 1987.
commercial laser on a pilot basis.
"The basketball program is in sound
Laser optics is one of the most condition here at UAH," said Krause.
exciting developments in the high tech "For reasons centering on depart
field, and will revolutionize many m e n t a l a n d U n i v e r s i t y - w i d e
types of industry. For example, lasers philosophies, I feel the University
are now being used to make needs a change in leadership and I will
crankshafts for automobiles that last
virtually forever, and . in California

Krause resigns as
head basketball coach

Sagan presents 'Star Wars or Mars'
by Morgan Andriulli
staff reporter
As a reminder for those who missed the May 20
Exponent, Dr. Carl Sagan will be appearing
Wednesday, June 24, at 8 p.m. in Spragins Hall.
Admission will be free to the public.
Sagan will present "Star Wars or Mars," an
evaluation of the current priorities of the U.S. space
program.
Professor of Astronomy and Space Sciences at
Cornell University, Sagan is an award winning
researcher and the best selling author of such books

to be enhanced. The Governor is
sending a message that he recognizes
the interrelationship between
technology and economic development
and wishes to use these funds to
stimulate both."
Guy B. Nerren, president and
(continued on page 2)

as Cosmos and The Dragons of Eden. He is also
renowned for his lecturing ability.
The Sagan Lecture is sponsored by the U A H
Department of Sociology and the Werner von Braun
Lecture Series.
If anyone feeis they have a useful comment about
the U.S. space program, SDI, space exploration or
research or any related subject, feel free to type it up,
sign it, and submit it to The Exponent by June 19.
Off-the-record response has been enthusiastic and
any contribution would help The Exponent reflect
the views of the students, faculty, and staff of yAH.

look for opportunities elsewhere."
"I have accepted Jim's resignation
today and that closes the book on Jim's
time as a coach at UAH," said Brand.
"It is now time for us to turn to looking
for a new basketball coach to guide the
program."
The Athletic Department will make
an announcement this week
concerning the open coaching position.

See inside:
Campus events . . . page 5
Reynolds review .... page 6
Bloom County . pages 7,8
Oakland A's come to town
page 10
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Strategic planning superbowl results in
by G. Jeskie
news reporter
In a well attended final judging and
awards ceremony, the 1987 Spring
Championship Strategic Planning
Superbowl was held June 2 at UAH.
This was the last Superbowl to be
directed by Richard A. Kier, instructor
of Business Policy 420 at UAH. Kier
began the competition two years ago
when he came to UAH. According to
Kier, the Superbowl will continue,
however. He will be joining Strategic
Decisions, a training and consulting
firm in the area.
Members of the day and evening
classes of Business Policy 420 vied for
the championship with presentations
of their strategic analysis of high, mid,
and low tech businesses that would
likely find it advantageous to located
operations in the Huntsville area.
Winners of the championship,
members of the day classes, were:
Steve Underwood, Susan Marshall,
Lydia Miller, Marilyn Urbanz, and
Stephen Perkins.
This quarter's competition set a
record for the closest vote-so
competition has become very keen in
this event.

As a basic of their course, students
are asked to choose their field
of
employment and then lay out a
strategy of how to achieve success in
that field. To do this, they must first
interview a minimum of three CEO's,
in their chosen field, as research.
For the competition, each team had
•o select, from many companies given
scrutiny, five that warranted indepth
analysis, and then to present their
analysis, findings, and rationale to a
Doard of directors judging the event, as
to why each particular high, mid, or
low tech operation would find
Huntsville/Madison/Triana area
locations profitable.
Some things considered about the
aj;ea were:
—Transportation's "magic four" are
here. Those are good highway, airway,
railway, and waterway systems for
moving goods. (Thirty-four percent of
Huntsville's workforce is in
manufacturing.)
—Huntsville is the tenth fastest
growing area in the U.S. with a 70
percent non-native population;
average household income of 33K-nine
percent above the national average-,
and a cost of living that is 4.8 percent
below the national average.

—The area is a tree trade zone and an
international trade zone with a
customs office in place.
---The area's lack of union
organization and public transporta
tion, (making it good for manufactur
ers and auto dealerships, for instance).
—Statee job training and site
preparation grants, etc.
Countries having an interest in the
area were identified by analysis as
Germany, Great Britain, Switzerland,
Greece, and Korea, among others.
Study revealed that although there are
109 Swiss companies located in the
southeastern United States, only two
are in Alabama, and only one is in the
Huntsville area. Why? A strategic
analysis can find the reason for this
and seek to correct it.
Superbowl attendees representing
city and county area governments
were: Mike Gillespie, Madison County
Commission Chairman; and
Mareleene Frieean, representing
Alonzo Toney, Mayor of Triana.
Members of the Board of Directors
judging the competition were:
--Representing their Ambassadors:
Robert Chua, First Secretary,
Singapore; Joshua Law, Deputy
Director of Economics, Hong Kong;

Piet L. Bauwens, Trade Commissioner,
Belgium.
-Dr. William Lucas, Consultant,
Director of the U.S. Space Initiative
Program at UAH, Special Consultant
to the President of UAH, and former
Director of MSFC; and Alfred Duel
Reeder, Director for Procurement, U.S.
Army Missile Command, representing
Major General Reese, Commander of
MICOM.
-Representing three of the nations
largest CPA firms:
David Adair,
managing partner of Peat, Marwick,
and Mitchell; Pat Bell, managing
partner of Ernst & Winney; and Jeff
Knight, Senior Tax Manager of Arthur
Anderson Company, the second
largest CPA firm in the world.
-Representatives of companies
judging were: William Thompson,
Director of Strategic Decisions; James
McMahon, District Manager, Xerox
Corp.; Ted Green, President, Colonial
Bakery; Olivia Williams, President,
Dalton Properties; H. Bryan Dodson,
General Manager, Phoenix Industries;
Rus Record, Operations Manager,
Computer Science Corp., Robert
Brown, Assistant Operations
Manager, Sparta, Inc.

Hunt enlists actor's help in 'Alabama Reunion'
In May, Governor Guy Hunt met
with actor Wayne Rogers to enlist the
Alabama native's help in the planned
"Alabama Reunion" to celebrate the
state's heritage.
Planning is underway for the
governor's ambitious program to bring
home native Alabamians who have
succeeded around the world and get
their help in promoting the heritage
and resources of the state. Hunt
expects to announce soon a timetable
for the year-long celebration which will
focus on promotional events in all 67
counties to focus the national spotlight
on the state.
After a private meeting with the
governor, Rogers, best known for his
role as Trapper John on "M*A*S*H,"

one of the highest rated television
shows in history, met with members of
the governor's staff to pledge his
support for the Alabama Reunion.
"It's important that we transform
this Reunion into something specific,
like a plant expanding or a new
business locating in the state," Rogers
said. "If the net result is to marshal the
resources available in every town and
county in the state, this can be
translated into something very
positive for the economy of the state."
"Alabama offers some very
remarkable and unique resources,"
said Rogers, who pointed out the state
offers many entertaining activities
such as Birmingham's symphony
orchestra, Montgomery's nationally
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recognized Alabama Shakespeare
Festival, along with Alabama's
delicious agricultural products.
"There are things all over our state
that are identifiable with Alabama,"
said Rogers. "We have tremendous
geographical and human resources, we
just have to promote them."
Rogers is one of many famous
Alabamians in the entertainment
industry. Other famous Alabamians
include singers Lionel Ritchie and the

country music group Alabama, actors
Kat. Jackson and Nell Carter, athletes
Hank Aaron and Bo Jackson. There
are many others.
"We appreciate and are very excited
about Mr. Rogers' support for the
Alabama Reunion," Hunt said. "This
can be the most important step for
economic development that the state
has taken in many years, but we've got
to pull together all of our resources to
make it the success that it must be."

New sorority chapter
established on campus
by Beth Gonsewski
for The Exponent
A new chapter of the Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority has been established
recently at UAH.
Twelve UAH students were pledged
and became charter members. These
students are Carmen Battle, Sittra
Battle, Yvette Garner, Karen Gilliam,
Stacye Harris, Tanya Hollins, Cathy
Miller, Natalie Otey, Michelle
Robinson, Susan Scott, Tina Stoner,
and Lee Williams. The group is
sponsored by the Epsilon Gamma
Omega chapter.
The purpose of the Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority includes encouraging
high scholastic and ethical standards,
promoting unity among coliege

women, and maintaining a
progressive interest in college life. Its
national and local programs
concentrate on scholarship, civic
responsibility and service.
Alpha Kappa Alpha supports the
United Negro College Fund,
Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights, and the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People.
Two chapters established in
Huntsville since 1949 are Epsilon
Gamma Omega and Gamma Mu.
Epsilon Gamma Omega, the graduate
chapter, sponsors the Debutante Ball
and Presentation in Huntsville each
year. The graduate chapter also
sponsors the Reading is Fundamental
(RIF) project with Gamma Mu.

Governor awards UAH $120,000
(continued from page 1)
general manager of the Chamber of
Commerce of Huntsville/Madison
County, concluded that, "Super
conductivity and optics are two high
tech fields that are extremely
important to the economic develop
ment and prosperity of Huntsville and
Madison County. This grant money
will equip UAH and the high tech

industries working with the university
with the ability to make furthei
inroads into the development of these
fields. Such development will not only
assist local industries with
manufacturing capabilities, but will
also attract new industries interested
in becoming part of the high tech
capital of the Southeast."

Please support the
y AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
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Humanities, social science electives must relate
brai?ches of knowledge concerned with man and
""J" u6,
' whlle, foclal. sciences are the studies of individual
S,0Ciet y,Th e courses selected must provide both
breadth and'd ^
1
1
311
n<
^tmducto^y courses
" ** ''mIted
" SeleCt'°n °f U"related

The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET)
guidelines for accrediting undergraduate engineering programs
includes the following statement concerning humanities and social
science electives: "The humanities and social science courses selected
must provide both breadth and depth and not be limited to a selection
rnnieomatenal below,identifies the stand-alone courses and the two- of unrelated introductory courses." The School of Engineering
S sequences which are acceptable to the UAH School of curriculum committee, together with the Dean's Office, has identified
e ective^FfiacCiU dY ? sat'sfyin^ the humanities and social science humanities and social science course sequences (see table) which
3 tw°-course sequence from an area
satisfy the breadth and depth stipulation.
different from tbe
th
? ?U, ®'
dlifk
/
stand-alone course area to satisfy the breadth and
A small number of Engineering students persist in selecting
depth criteria. A total of nine semester hours are required
criminal Justice or introductory Communications courses as HU/SS
seauen?eantbLe'«!t d StiUdent 8eleCtS HY 101 and 102 as the two-course electives. rhese courses are not acceptable to ABET as HU/SS
an area
eSdes histo^ and'al°ne C°UrSe ™USt COme from
electives. Consequently, effective June 15, 1987, the only humanities
and social science electives which will be acceptable for BSE
graduation requirements are listed on the attached table. Non
compliance with the above guidelines will result in an extended
engineering collegiate career.

AREA

STAND-ALONE COURSES

(EC)
Economics

TWO-COURSE SEQUENCE
239 and any one of the
following: 241, 340, 341, 344

(ARH)
Art History

100 or 101 or 109

100 and 101

(MU)
Music

110 or 111 or 112

111 and 112

(SOC)
Sociology

100

(PY)
Psychology

100 and any one of the
following: 207, 215, 311, 315

103

(PSC)
Political Science

103 and any one of the
following: 207, 215, 311, 315

101

101 and 135 ,

101 or 102 or
221 or 222

101 and 102, or 221 and 222

101 or 201

201 and 320, or 101 and any
one of the following:
301, 302, 303, 311,312

205 or 206 or
230 or 240 or 241

205 and 206, or 240 and 241

FH 101 or GN 101 or
RN 101 or SH 101 or
JE 102

FH 101 and 102, or GN 101
and 102, or RN 101 and 102,
or SH 101 and 102, or JE 102
and 201

(HY)
History
(PHL)
Philosophy
(EH)
English Literature
Foreign Language

U.S.S. Stark: 'They were made immortal
On June 3, Alabamians honored
three native sons who were killed in
last month's attack on a navy frigate
in the Persian Gulf.
In a special memorial service at the
Montgomery Civic Center, sailors
Ronnie Lockett of Bessemer, Bradley
Brown of Calera and Vincent Ulmer of
Bay Minette were remembered as
heroes who gave their lives to protect
Americans' freedom and the nation's
vital interests in the Middle East.
Lockett, Brown and Ulmer were
killed along with 34 others when an
Iraqi fighter plane fired on the U.S.S.
Stark in an apparent case of mistaken
identity. The Stark is part of a U.S.
fleet on patrol in the Persian Gulf as
the war between Iraq and Iran
continues.

Governor Guy Hunt called the slain
Alabamians "American patriots"
whose deaths "must serve as a
reminder to us that freedom is not won
nor kept easily; that freedom is the
reward for those who are willing to give
their lives to protect it."
Members of the seamen's families
were seated at the front of the room as
the color guard of the Navy Reserve
Unit at Montgomery presented the
colors. Navy Chaplain C.L. Lapp read
from Psalms 27 and the Navy Air
Training Command Choir sang an a
capella version of the Lord's Prayer
and the Navy Hymn. Hunt presented
flags to the survivors of the three
Alabamians.
'I ask only that God grant you peace
which passeth all understanding and

the warmth of his grace as you go
through the longing days to come. But
I hope that you will carry with you
from this place today the knowledge
that all of us here ache in our hearts for
you and that our appreciation to your
loved ones for their supreme sacrifice
cannot be told in mere words," the
governor told family members.
"The men aboard the Stark were
keenly aware of the importance of their
jobs," Hunt emphasized. "They had to
be tough, brave and courageous to do
what they knew to be their duty;
protect our freedom. These men paid
the highest price to show they loved
their country. In the words ofPresident
Reagan, 'They were made immortal by
protecting the immortal'."

Nayman speaks at RAC meeting

HPE assistant director named
by Melissa Thornton
for The Exponent
Ms. Jean Porter has been hired for a
new position within the Division of
Continuing Education at UAH.
Porter, who received her master's in
adult education from Memphis State
University, is UAH's assistant
director of health, physical education
and community studies and will work

closely with the Huntsville
community to schedule and develop
community studies courses.
Porter comes to UAH from Southern
Institute, where she was chairperson of
the department of travel and tourism.
In addition, she has worked in adult
education program development for
both the Memphis city and Huntsville
city schools.

by G. Jeskie
news reporter
After hearing numerous complaints
concerning the lack of security around
campus housing, Kevin Mills,
President of the Resident's Advisory
Council (RAC), invited Chief Bud
Nay man, head of UAH Campus Police,
to speak to concerned people and
residents of campus housing.
The meeting held May 28 did not
draw the number of residents that was
hoped"for. RothNayman and Mills had
hoped that more residents would
become involved at RAC meetings to

articulate their concerns to them.
Steps have been taken to curb the
number of auto break-ins in the
parking lot of campus housing, both
with stepped-up patrols by campus
police and a neighborhood watch by
students and residents who alert the
officers of any suspicious activity.
This has resulted in a great reduction
of break-ins in the last couple of
months since it has been in force.
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Point-by-Point by Parker
by Nancy Parker
editor
Her long brown hair curled softly around her beautiful face. Her blue
eyes twinkled with mischievousness. She was always smiling. One
relative said, "Even when she cried it seemed as though she wore a
smile." Then there was a ride on a motorcycle. There was no helmet.
One moment of thoughtlessness, carelessness, recklessness--the smile
is lost forever.
Another small friend of mine was on a school bus recently coming
home from Vacation Bible School. The bus ran off the road, hit some
gravel, and flipped several times. Miraculously, no one was killed, but
the children were thrown about the bus like rag dolls. The driver was
the only one who escaned serious iniurv because he was the only one
who had a seat belt available. I found out that neither the National
Safety Council nor the State of Alabama require seat belts on school
buses except on buses that transport special education groups.
I drive 30 miles to work every morning. Coming down Highway 20
every day can really be adventurous. Drivers really have to pay
attention to where they are going and driving too slow or too fast could
be hazardous in itself without all the added thrills. For those of you
who have not been out toward Decatur lately, the building of the 1-565
spur and construction on Highway 20, plus all the new roads going off
20, really can tax the nerves of the most courageous driver. However,
the inconveniences of the highway construction would not be so bad if
it were not for the idiotic drivers, constantly changing lanes, riding the
bumpers of the car in front of them, slowpokes driving in the left hand
lane, or others driving like a bat out of Hell.
When people get into cars, under the steering wheel, they become
raving maniacs. I have noticed drivers hanging one arm out of the car
window and the other arm across the back of the seat. Does anyone
know what these people are steering the car with? While these laidback drivers slouch along the road, other drivers stiffly bend low over

What value life?

the wheel locked in a death grip. I have seen drivers cruising along in
the left lane, poking along, oblivious of any other car on the road. An
emergency vehicle approaching does not bother them either.
Leftlaners get over for no one. Other, questionably intelligent human
beings drive down the road with a set of headphones 3tuck in their
ears. They could not hear a siren or a train if their lives depended on it,
and sometimes it does.
I had to laugh to myself this morning on the way to work when I saw
an individual changing lanes in front of me. I felt kind of sorry for the
idiot because he or she was very frustrated. The person was in a little
biack car and changed lanes five or six times within the span of two
minutes. When I got to a red light, there sat the individual who had
made no progress at all. When I had to stop at the next traffic light, the
individual still had not made it around all the cars and to freedom. The
little black car and its frustrated driver were still sandwiched in with
all of us other work-bound people. Fortunately, there was no wreck, but
a lot of people had to quickly put on brakes to keep from hitting the
little black car and its dumb driver.
I listen to Mike Sweeney give out Mickey Mouse awards for those
who seem to think that they are the only ones on the road between six
and eight in the morning. Boy! Could I give some awards and a few
signs.
The point of all of this began when I began wondering why people
are so careless with their own lives and the lives of others. It would
have taken only a moment to put a helmet on the six year old. Better
still, it would have been better if she had not been taken for a ride on the
motorcycle at all. Why don't we put seat belts on school buses? Is there
a valid reason? Why do we race down the road as though we are in the
Indy 500 and all those ahead of us are contenders for first place?
I have thought as I drive toward Huntsville every morning it would
only take a small mistake with one car and there would be havoc. What
value do we place on life? It only takes a moment to know.

United States has made mistakes, has moral code based on double standards
Dear editor,
Did you see Platoon, this year's
academy award winning movie about
Vietnam? It was a realistic account of
the war that you called 'a gallant
fight'.
Something is wrong when
people.wave their flags while civilians
are being machine-gunned down,
while an American Army seargent is
bashing in the head of a Vietnamese
cripple who dared to smile at him. I fail
to find anything noble, courageous,
majestic (ie. gallant) about it.
America has made mistakes and

until we can face up to them we
cannot ask for respect from fellow
humans who inhabit this planet with
us. We have an American president
who is clearly a liar, unless you choose
to excuse him due to his senility. By our
own definition of legality it looks like
he is also a criminal. But he does wave
a pretty flag, doesn't he?
Nicaragua has it's first
demo
cratically elected government now,
and Reagan would have us overthrow
that sovereign nation with military
might, because they didn't choose the

government we wanted them to. They
kicked United Fruit Company out.
They chose to develop their own
resources rather than have American
corporations develop them. They have
that right. You can't deny freedom of
choice to others and expect to keep it for
yourself.
We need to recognise our hypocrisy.
We need to change it. An economy
based on war is not a noble one. We
have a moral code based on double
standards and the whole world knows
it. Only rich and powerful criminals

walk free in America. Reagan called
Oliver North an American hero when,
in fact, he was an American criminal.
We need to open up our eyes before we
go completely blind, before we walk
right off the edge. Criminal presidents
should be impeached. Senile ones
should be retired.
When flags come to represent
military might rather than freedom of
choice free people don't wave them.
They burn them.

Dwin

High tech and begging for research grants cannot be the only wave of the future
commentary by Claus Martel
Saturday afternoon. . . 519 persons
receiving various degrees from various
schools at UAH. Walter Sullivan, the
prestigious science editor from the New
York Times, delivers the keynote
address at the ceremony. The theme:
high tech.
Technology this,
technology that. Technology is the
future. . . technology is THE answer.
I'll tell you what, I've had it.

What about creativity? What about
the skill of expressing one's self clearly
in oral and written form? If life in the
future is reserved exclusively for those
who can work mathematical theorems,
I'm getting off now.
If it was up to Dr. Wright, classical
music, Shakespeare, Plato, history,
art, and foreign languages would be
banned from UAH... right along with
Michelob Light, Van Halen, Mozart,
and Carl Sagan. Begging the federal

government for research grants in
Star Wars can't be the only wave in the
future.
O.K. Let's say the majority of the
student body wants high tech as the
base of our existence here at UAH. We
should rename this place. How about
"The Huntsville Institute for
Technology."
Think of the neat
acronym: HIT.
I believe that many here at UAH
(along with countless professors in the

School of Arts, Humanities, and Social
Sciences) who think that science and
the classics should go together.
Haven't we learned ANYTHING from
history?
Next year, let's get a philosopher in
here to talk to the graduating student
body. Or maybe a historian. How
about a writer? A musician wouldn't
be out of the question. What about ..

Kelly's Korner: Apartheid
by Kelly Caldwell
staff reporter
By pulling out of South Africa, American
businesses will make the statement that Americans
will no longer tolerate apartheid. This may be a free
enterprise system, but the American companies
operating in South Africa have a moral obligation
that overrides their economic ones. The exploitation
that abounds in South Africa effects not only those
who are subject to it, but all of us who believe in "life
and liberty." Allowing apartheid to continue can
only damage this cause.
Arguments against the American pullout and
severing of diplomatic ties with South Africa appear
sound at first. Yes, many people would lose their jobs
and companies would lose money. But that's only in
the short run. What is happening in South Africa
requires an in-depth look at the future.
We know that if we maintain our present stance,
which is a sort of slap-on-the-wrist type warning to
the South African government, that virtually
nothing will happen. We know U.S. companies can
coexist with the South African government, butsuch
an existence seems to be saying to the South African
leaders, "Okay, go ahead and do what you want, we'll
look the other way."
By taking a stand—a moral and political stand
rather than an economic one—the U.S. will show its

true disgust for the oppression of the black South

Africans. Slavery was also a sound business venture.
Was that any reason to allow its continuance? If

anyone today argued that the continuance of slavery
should have been allowed in order to help our
economy, the public would be outraged. Isn't the
South African situation similar in that respect?
It would appear that the argument that America is
a free enterprise system is only a smoke-screen for the
greed of certain companies. These businesses are
hiding behind the very concept, the freedom to make
their own choices, which they are condoning the
abuse of in South Africa.
Perhaps many Americans are simply tired of our
interference with other countries' problems. They see
the U.S. as a perpetual babysitter. The fact remains,
however, that the U.S. is a world power and has
obligations as such. If help doesn't come from the
U.S., where would it come from? India? Turkey? We
must be realistic about our position in world affairs.
The exploitation in South Africa must end. If our
government refuses to take definitive action, then it
is time for the American businesses to do so.
Apartheid can only be stopped if the South African
government takes our anger seriously. The threats
that the U.S. has made toward South Africa thus far
are rather like grounding a teenager for murderineffective at best, condoning at worst. More drastic
steps must be taken in order to get the desired results.

For signs of life, check the pulse...

pulse:
"

1

A prebusiness seminar for veterans
and others will be presented by the
UAH Small Business Development
Center (SBDC) and theSmall Business
Administration on June 20 at the
Huntsville Hilton. Registration is open
to anyone planning on starting and
operating a small business.
This prebusiness seminar is a day

SBDC presenting
June 20 seminar on
starting a business
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campus events
and announcements

long presentation. The program
features local successful business
owners and specialists in each major
management activity who will give
short talks and lead dicsussions about
each area of business ownership.
SEATING IS LIMITED. To register
send $25 along with your name and
mailing address to: The University of

Alabama in Huntsvile,Small Business
Development Center, Room 222
Morton Hall, Huntsville, AL 35899.
Make checks payable to UAH SBDC.
For further information about
facilities available to the handicapped,
call the UAH SBDC at 895-6407.

SPC making plans for major event of summer: Summerfest, Battle of the Bands
by Jim Reynolds
features editor

SPC Publicity Director, Leigh
Wright, has set the deadline for
applications on July 1. (An application
The Student Programming Council is available inside this week's
is planning one major event for the Exponent.)
Summerfest '87 is the major event
summer. It is to be called Summerfest,
The Battle of the Bands and will presented by SPC this summer. Also of
feature bands slugging it out against interest is the play, Come Back to the
each other musically with qualified Five & Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy
judges picking the winners.
Dean, which is directed by Dr. David

Whillock and presented by University
Playhouse. It will be shown August 6,

7, and 8.

CAMPUS LIFE

Alpha Tau Omega
especially like to thank the
Metropolitan Kiwanis Club for their
sensational assistance and help at the
stadium. Your attitude and
friendliness speak well of your
organization. Thanks again to the men
of the Metropolitan Kiwanis Club.
Congratulations to Arkansas for
winning the tournament and moving
on to the College World Series at
Omaha, Nebraska.
The ATO men's volleyball team and
the ATO Co-ed volleyball team both
have advanced to the playoffs. Team
Jam, now 5-1, defeated BFD16-4. Team
Jam has already made the playoffs.
We are happy to announce the
formal pledging of Paige Brannum,
Tammy Cole, MicheleGately andSally
Manser into the ATO Little Sister
Organization.

The Theta Pi Chapter of the Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity is happy to
announce the formal pledging of Rick
Green, Richard Silver and Ray
Simmons. Congratulations and good
luck guys!!!!
May 30, the members of ATO
traveled to Opryland. The occasion for
the trip was Brotherhood Day. Alumni,
actives and pledges all participated in
the fun. The trip was a blast and the
day ended with an overnight stay at
the ATO House at Vanderbilt. And the
spontaneous party at Vandy was
WILD!!!
The NCAA South 1 Regional College
Baseball Tournament was held at Joe
Davis Stadium from May 21 thru May
24. ATO worked selling programs to
the crowd at the stadium to raise
money for charity. Thanks to all the
people who worked. We would

.

An unusual art exhibit was recently displayed in tf._

University Center. Above is just one example of the
diverse art objects shown.
photo by Hajin Kim

Summer Term 1987 Calendar
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Final Examination Schedule

JUNE
WED

MON

4
11

18
25

8
15
22
29

26

27

THUR

FRI

SAT

2
9
16
23
30

(3/N)
10
17
24
31

4/N

AUGUST
WED
THUR

11

DATE OF EXAM

CLASS (DAY & PERIOD)

SATURDAY
August 29

Weekend Classes

WEDNESDAY
August 26

Mon-Wed-Fri
Tues-Thurs
Mon-Wed-Fri
Tues-Thurs
Mon-Wed

A
P
F
S
S

7:30-10:00 a.m.
10:30- 1 00 p.m.
2:00- 4:30 p.m.
5:00- 7:30 p.m.
8:00-10:30 p.m.

THURSDAY
August 27

Tues-Thurs
Mon-Wed-Fri
Tues-Thurs
Tues-Thurs
Mon-Wed

M
C
Q
R
T

7:30-10:00 a.m.
10:30- 1:00 pm
2:00- 4:30 p.m.
5:00- 7:30 p.m.
8:00-10:30 p.m.

Mon-Wed-Fri
Mon-Wed-Fri
Mon-Wed-Fri
Mon-Wed
Tues-Thurs

B
D
G8.H
R
T

7:30-10:00 a.m.
10:30- 1:00 p.m.
2:00-4 30 p m
5:00-7:30 p.m.
8:00-10:30 p.m.

18
25

SAT
1

5
12/A
19
26/E

8

13

7
14

15

20

21

22

27/E

28/E

29

FRIDAY
August 28

A—Application Deadline
B—Beginning of Classes
E—Examinations
N—No Classes
(N)— Stall Holiday
R—Registration

An Affirmative AcnonfEouai Optxxiumiy institution

47*02427

TIME FOR EXAM

Las! half of ciass

There should be no deviation trom the announced final examination schedule.
NOTE: A student with three exams in one day has the right to have the middle ex
am rescheduled by mutual agreement between student and instructor and must
be agreed upon by the end of the 9th week of classes. (See Cataloq p 71 for orocedure.)

IMPORTANT DATES

1.

Tuesday, August 25, will be the last class day for the MWF sequences

to make up tor the day lost Friday. July 3.

7.

Final grades are due in ihe Office of Sfudenl Records within 24 hours
of examination lime, all grades must be in by 5:00 p.m. Monday
August 31.

2.

La >t dav for Summer Registration, addition ol new courses, changes
Irom audit to credit is June 17.

8

Fall Term Early Regislralion is July 28-August 7.

3.

Last day to change trom credit to audit is June 29.

9

Residual ACT test is July 9, August 13, & September 10.

4

Last day to withdraw and be entitled to tuition and housing retund is

'9. Applica'ion deadline tor Fall term is August 12.

June 29.

11

Fall Term Regislralion is September 16 & 17.

5.

Deadline for making up work to remedy a grade of I (Incomple'sj from
previous lerm is August 25.

12. Fall Term classes begin September 19.

6.

Last day of withdrawal is July 28.

13. Deferred exams for Summer Term are September 19.

Art exhibit^
presented
until June 3<

by Beth Gonsewski
for The Exponent
The UAH Art Depart
ment will present a senior
exhibition beginning June
22 in the White Church
Gallery on the UAH
campus.
The exhibition, scheduled
to run through June 30, will
feature the works of five
senior art students at UAH.
A variety of two- and threedimensional art such as
prints, black and white
photography,
paintings,
and sculptures will be on
display.
A reception honoring the
artists will be held June 30
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
gallery.
The White Church
Gallery is open weekdays
from 1 to 4:30 p.m. The
public is invited to both the
reception and the exhibit.
Admission is free.
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Reynolds proclaims The Untouchables 'excellent'
a review by Jim Reynolds
features editor

Morricone is nothing short of spell
binding. Most reviewers complained
Let me start off by saying I don't that the film lacked substance in terms
agree with the other reviews I have of the story. I disagree. Most of the
heard of this particular film. If I had story was told through visuals, not
agreed with them on any of their
points, I wouldn't have gone to see it. I
did go to see it and was glad I did. I got
my $4.50 worth of entertainment.
What struck me most about the
movie was its feel for period. Most
movies about the past are obviously by Beth Gonsewski
nostalgic and tend to make things for The Exponent
older looking than they should be. This
film makes everything look new. The
Now that school's out, what should
direction by Brian de Palma is more
you do with the kids? Send them to
reserved and not as shocking as in Kids' College! They can learn how to
some of his former movies. Not to say play an instrument, improve their
there aren't plenty of shocking scenes.
math skills, or talk with their hands
There is one scene with Sean Connery
"Learning Harmonica," "Genera
that would shock even the most stout of Math," and "Introduction to Sign
personalities. Connery gives a fine
Language" are just a few of the courses
performance in this film, stealing the being offered this summer by the
show from both Kevin Costner (Elliot Division of Continuing Education at
Ness) and Robert DeNiro (A1 Capone).
UAH.
The screenplay by David Mamet is
"Learning Harmonica -Blues,
tight, and the music by Ennio Rock'n'Roll, Folk" will be offered on
Tuesday, July 14 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

dialogue as most of us are accustomed
to. There is one scene that is
reminescient of Srgei Eisenstein's
Potemkin that is worth the price of

admission itself. That one scene
defines the character of Elliot Ness
more than any line of dialogue possibly
could.

Summer courses at UAH allows
kids the chance to attend college
It is open to boys and girls ages 13 and
up. They get their own harmonica and
handbook, as well as a cassette written
and recorded by guitarist Patrick
Nickel, who will be the class instructor.
"General Math-Part I" will be
taught Monday through Thursday,
July 6-16 from 8:15 a.m. to 10 a.m. It is
open to students ages 12 through 15 or
any student having a weak
background in math. This session
reviews the basics of operations
performed on whole numbers,
fractions, ratios, proportions, and
basic number theory.
"Introduction to Sign Language for
Kids" will be offered on Saturdays,

Summerfest *87

Battle

C
Wm

MM?

Saturday

M71

ituies and Kequla

.umpieieu application torm should be turned in t<
Information Desk by 5 pm, July 1st, A video tape or v
submitted with the application.
,v; _

'' "'''

_ *

*

L/-

A complete sound system {including amp ) will he p
Programming Council (SPC), Groups need otd& i&
win u awarasa to xhe 1st, zna, 6x<x, a
,v*

^ winner?
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Application
I

Name of Band:.
Name of Bandmembers:

I

Type music played: (Circle one)
ROCK
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

HARD-ROCK

R& B

JAZZ

OTHER

What type back-up equipment is needed, excluding the instruments:
Contact person and phone number:

L
it is

w

by the Better Business

The U.S. Postal Service has
approved a change in Postal Service
rules which it hopes will significantly
reduce mail fraud schemes connected
with COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
(C.O.D.) mail. Consumer and business
losses due to C.O.D. fraud are
estimated to be in excess of $13 million
annually. The Better Business Bureau
of North Alabama, Inc. has responded
to 559 service requests pertaining to
C.O.D. Mail Promotions since January
1, 1987.
The rule change, which took effect
June 7, allows C.O.D. Parcel recipients
the option of paying by check made out
to the mailer. Previous regulations
required payment by checks payable to
the Postal Service, or cash. A postal
money order was then issued and sent
to the mailer. According to the Postal
Service, the rule change gives
consumers a self-help method of
combatting fraud. If there is a problem
with the merchandise, the addressee
can stop payment on the check before if
is received and cashed by the mailer.
BBB cautions consumers to not rely
totally on this rule change to protect
themselves from C.O.D. fraud.
Consumers should always check the
business performance record of
unfamiliar businesses with the BBB
BEFORE accepting C.O.D. deliveries.

' S Mi

A 1 1 tr

Postal Service
changes rule
for C.O.D.
submitted
Bureau

n

I

July 11-25 from 9 a.m. to noon. It is
open to boys and girls ages 5 through
13. The children will learn signs for
animals, colors, foods, basic greetings,
and vocabulary.
To register for these courses or to
receive additional information on the
many courses being offered this
summer by the UAH Division of
Continuing Education, call 895-6010.

When someone
in your family
gets cancer,
everyone
in your family
needs help.
Nobody knows better than
we do how much help and
understanding is needed. That's
why our service and rehabilitation
programs emphasize the whole
family, not just the cancer patient.
Among our regular services
we provide information and
guidance to patients and families,
transport patients to and from
treatment, supply home care items
and assist patients in their return
to everyday life.
Life is what concerns us.
So you can see we are even
more than the research organi
zation we are so well known to be.
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
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Guy Hunt
announces
funding for
crime victims
Recently the United States
Department of Justice compiled a
study which stated five out of six of
today's 12-year-olds will be the victims
of violent crimes during their lifetime.
The study is based on figures compiled
by the Government's National Crime
Survey from 1975 through 1984.
The report said a victim's sex and
race appear to have a greater effect on
the likelihood of becoming a victim.
The survey states nearly one out of 12
females will be the victim of an
attempted or completed rape.
An estimated three of 10 people will
be victims of a completed or attempted
robbery during their lifetimes, with
blacks almost twice as likely to be
robbed as whites.
The report also stated nearly
everyone will be the victim of a
personal theft at least once, with about
seven in eight people victimized three
or more times.
One of the most serious problems in
our state today is crime, especially
since each criminal act personally
touches an innocent person. This
victim can be emotionally scarred from
this crime for life. In our society, there
is a way for the criminal to repay the
victim for the harsh treatment.
This repayment is administered
through the Victims Compensation
crime. This money is then distributed
to service agencies lending a helping
hand to victims of crimes.
Governor Guy Hunt announced that
almost $500,000 from the United States
Department of Justice Victims Crimes
Fund has been granted to Alabama to
aid nine service agencies located
throughout the state.
In turn,
Alabama's victims will obtain the
services to which they are entitled.
This money, administered by the
Department of Economic and
Community Affairs Law Enforcement
Planning Division, is directed to help
victims of crime involved in domestic
abuse, sexual assault, child abuse, and
spouse abuse.
These are private, nonprofit
agencies whose goals, dedication, and
concerns are for the victims of crimes
and domestic abuse, who are not in a
position to care for themselves.
Each agency has been carefully
monitored during the past year and is
being recommended for level funding
in 1987-88. The Hope Place, Inc., and
the Help Line, Inc., located in
Huntsville, are just two agencies to
receive some funding. These agencies
have received slightly over $75,000.
Each agency throughout the state
which has received funds has proven to
be a great asset to the community and
to those people it serves.
"It is my wish to stop a person from
even partaking in a crime, but
unfortunately, this has proven
impossible up to now," stated Hunt.
Therefore, these service agencies are
available to help those who are victims
of a crime. Because of this added
federal grant money, these agencies
will continue to aid those individuals
who cannot help themselves.

We are
winning.
Please
1 support the
|AMERICAN
V? CANCER
f SOCIETY®

BLOOM COUNTY
ft BILL The CAT UPPATE -

ROCK'S NEWEST ANP RICHEST
WHP m REMAINS seaupep
IN HIS HOLLYWOOP HILLS HOME.

wen. P0P-A-R00...
THEY PIP IT. 7HerRe
SELLING SHOPS ON TV
WITH JOHN LENNON'S
SONS •REVOLUTION.*
\

•TF THERE SEEMS TO
,I
EE A PIMINUTIVE
''J
BUG IN MY BOUPOIR

WHOA. I
SAY, HALT. WHAT
IS THAT YOU
/
HAVE THERE7 t

SAY.
HAVE YOU
SEEN A
COCKROACH
AROUNP
ABOUTS 7
I

NEVERMINP THAT
ROSEBUP.
WE HAVE A
CRISIS
I
I
SC

HIS Acmrnes 7
UNKNOWN...
BUT THERE ARE
TERRIBLE
RUMORS.

.COULP HE INPEEP BE LIVING A
PESENERATE ANP PEBAUCHEP
LIFESTYLE Of SIN ANP EXCESS
THAT WOULP LEAVE me
MARQUIS Pe SAP£ BLUSHING T

GOOP GOLLY/ CANT
YOU JUST GUESS WHAT
OTHER trme PITTY OF
HIS THEY'LL PICK TO seu.

'HAPPINESS
IS ft
WARM
GUN:

•me 'NRft- ?

ME7
WHO AM I ?
WHY...HTTTHE
MUSIC •'...

THIS 7 WHAT
IS THIS 7 YOU
MEAN. THIS T

MRS UMEKIUER JUST
I
WATCHEP HER 37, F?ZND IF
VIOLENT KILLING ON TV |
LAST NI6HT. SHE FINALLY L.
\
SNAPPEP >

...MB PO NOT KNOW.
WILL we evee KNOW 7
PARN TOPTIN' WB WILL.

OH, M COCKLEBERRY RTR

COCKROACH 7
' J
1 LIVE ON PEOPLES MOLPY JM1.
POT AFT ' THEY PROP P£JV\
NUKES N-BOMBS,
I'LL BE PIN/N' ON PEIR
. ( \ XfAftS HAMS '!

IF THERE ARE ANY IMPRESSION
ABLE YOUNSSTERS WATCHINS,
me FOLLOWING RESPONSE IS
NOT SUSSESTEP AS A FHRENTAPPROVEP APPROACH WHEN
CAU6HT REP-HANPEP IN AN
INCRIMINATING, ILLICIT ACT.

SHESA/P "SOMEONE'S
SOT V SET THE ENEMY
..SHE'S WATCHING THE
/HORNING SHOWS AS
1 SPEAK...

THAT
WAS VERY
SENSITIVE •

SAY-'MINP IF I
RUN IN AN'OUT
OF YER NOSE
WHILE YOU SNOOZE
PONT MJNP IF I

THIS7
WHY mis IS
AN INFLAMEP
LYMPH NOPE.
MY SOP. IS IT
NOTICEABLE T

NO/

.MMM.BOY •'
I PO LOOOVE
THESE PANPY
GEORGIA
AVOCAPOS /

WT1J
' PUT THE GUN P0WN. '
MRS. UMEKHLER... THERE'Z
OTHER WAYS TO PEAL
wrm THE ENEMY:
II
THERE Z AN OFF
|
SWITCH..
I
•*THEREZ— IJII

OH. I'M
TERRIBLY
SORRY

PO WE KNOW
THE VICTIM,
OR SHOJtP WE
CHECK
CENTAL
RECORPST

IANNA WHITE.
GOT ERIN
MIP SPIN'
\,ly.,
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ANATOMY Of A SCANDAL,

DAY ONE:

"we INTTIAL DISCLOSURES::
WHAT'S

C&WCHLTO

by Berke Breathed

YEAH T
HE AND WARREN
FERITY OPT ARRESTED
A6AIN FOR MOONING
FEVERLY HILLS
TOUR FUSES T

MY GOSH...

THE DREAM
IS OVER.

CAU6HT
WITH HIS
PANTS
UP/

Airlines now Hiring.
Reservationists. stewardesses
and g round crew postions
available. Call 1-6 19-565-1630
fordetails. 24 hou rs.

\

Mnlinn 1

istvrne 5

Hiring Today! Top Payl Work at Home.

No experience needed. Write Cottage
Industries. 1407 5/2 )enkins, Norman.
Oklahoma 73069.

ANATOMY OF A SCANDAL,
DAY WO:

"REGROUP AND DENY EVERYTHING
...FIBS..LIES..VICIOUS, SLANDER
OUSHALF-TKUW5-.

AT NO TIME DID MY CUENT PUR
SUE "BIBLE STUDY'WITH THE
ECTTH PRECK WOMAN- THE EVENTS
OF WAT NIGHT WERE JUST AS
SORDIP AND IMMORAL AS WOULD
BE EXPECTED OF AN INDIVIDUAL
IN HI5(^SR0FES5I0N...

IN FACT, HE IS SHU.
RECOVERING FROM THE
BOOZY ACTIVITIES OF
WAT EVENING. RIGHT R

RIGHT F

RIGHT.
EVEN AS WE
SREAK, WEMAN
IS PICKLED.

(\

. <m

A Few Spare Hours? Receive/forward mail
from home! Uncle Sam works hard - you
pocket hundreds honestly! Details, send
self-addressed stamped envelope.
BEDUYA. Box 17145, Tucson. AZ 85731.

TERM PAPERS and
Word Processing
...discount prices...
WORD BROKERS at
852-4066
PREGNANT

PAY THREE • MEDIA HARASSMENT
OF THE INNOCENTS AT HOME. :.
HOLY
MKREREL.

WHATS YOURREACYOURP
HON TO YOUR
TROMPUNG HEAVY-METAL
MY
COLLEAGUE GETTING
PETUNIAS. CAU6HT IN A
\
MORAL AND
WHOLESOME
TW-PX SITUATIONT

.on im other,
TV PPK TO

Need Help?
Call Pregnancy Hotline

PeCKlHAT

533-3526

srmm m-ofA-mpy/s

Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center

Pregnancy testing, family planning
abortions, women's health care &.
counseling. All services confidential. 131
Longwood Dr. 533-9228. Office hours
8-5. Mon.-Sat. Phone info, until 8 p.m.

DAY FOUR •
OLD PHOTOS SURFACE.

DESPITE TUP MEDIA'S ues,
MISS DPPCK IS A eompp MODEL
AND OCCASIONAL ACTPPSS.
IN OTHER WORDS, SAP'S A
BUBBLING CAULDRON OF
/-v WICKED
(crhLUSTFULNESS.

DAY FIVETHE FAIL
TT'S OVER, BILL OL' BUDDY..
YOUR REPUTATION IS
FATALLY BESMIRCHEDWM
RESPECTABILITY.T> V.

ANATOMY OF A SCANDAL,

DAY SIX •
"THE LON6FODE BACK HOME:

My CUP/FT WOULD NEVER RISK

we PEOPLES mm BY INVOLVING
HIMSPLF WITH A WOMAN

M MORERESPECTABLE
THAN WAT.

there is
itute far

YOUR CAREER WITH"THE
BOTHGERS' IS SHOT.
PREPARE AN EMOTIONAL
PRESS STATEMENT...

J
>S!TA<

YES. YOU REALLY BLEW IF.
EMBARRASSED YOURSELF.
DASHED YOUR DREAMS.
DISAPPOINTED THEWORLD..

..BE SURE TO POINT OUT WHO'S
TO FLAME FOR YOUR DOWNFALL:
THE MEDIA...THE PUBLIC...
WE MUSIC BUSINESS...
LIBERALISM...THE COURTS...
COMMUNISM..CHOLESTEROL...
UH~

mm//
\

IGNORE
WAT :
BILL ?-.
IGNORE
WAT'

Subscribe BTheWill Street Journal,
and enjoy student savings of up to $48 That's quite
a bargain,especially when you consider what it
really represents: Tuition for the real world.
fro subscribe, call 800-2S7-1200.' Ext 1066 lot-free-1
O mail to Thr Wtll Sum Journal SOOVlAi* W kiw W««ii)
Vn4~r|',.rt.».«.1i
MstlrMlllB
A4«lfr~

-

_________

r«m

Mm, In..

. _
.XHr .

.

TheWall Street Journal. 2009
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Athletes recognized at awards banquet
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor

was senior Kathy Harrison, an Charger Basketball team, a UAH drug
engineering major. Harrison won her education committee member, an
award for community involvement, active member in the Baptist Student
scholastic achievement, University Union, and an assistant minister at his
involvement (which includes Phi church. Other award nominess were
Theta Kappa, Who's Who Among Tom Asquith, Mike Fairbanks, and
American Universities, American Kathy Harrison.
Society for Civil Engineers, and
The Scholar-Athletes were Gunars
Outstanding Young Women of Balodis for men's basketball, Kathy
A m e r i c a ) , a n d h e r a t h l e t i c Harrison for women's basketball, John
performance in basketball. Other Harvilla for golf, Dino Ferrante for
nominees were Paschal Dunne and hockey, Rebecca Morgan and Thomas
Chuck Higgins.
Gardelegen for crew, Linda Millinar
The winner of the Citizenship Award for volleyball, Mikko Jetsu for soccer.
was sophomore Ronald McCrary, a Chuck Higgins for tennis, and Ann
b u s i n e s s m a j o r . H i s l i s t o f Hampton and Frederick Gant for cross
involvements include co-captain of the country. The Scholar-Athlete of the

On Sunday, May 31, the UAH
Athletic Department held the Athletic
Banquet of Honors at the University
Center. All student athletes and
service groups were awarded
certificates of recognition, sweaters,
blankets, or jackets, according to the
number of years of participation in
their sport at UAH.
The highlights of the evening were
the awarding of the President's Award,
Citizenship Award. Staff Award, and
the Scholar-Athlete of the Year Award.
The winner of the President's Award

year was Mikko Jetsu.
The Staff Award went to Dr. Clyde
Riley, the Faculty Representative for
the Athletic Department and a 20
year UAH Chemistry Professor. Riley
has served as a member of the
Intercollegiate Athletic Committee for
a total of ten years, of which four years
were spent as Committee Chairman.
Coach Doug Ross was the other
nominee.
Congratulations go out to all award
winners and nominees for their
contributions to UAH.

Jeff Cook fishing tourney draws large turnout
by Spencer Glasgow, Jr.
sports reporter
Cloudy skies greeted fishermen at the first annual
Jeff Cook-Humminbird Celebrity Bass Tournament,
which wrapped up the week-long June Jam
festivities. The anglers launched their boats before
daybreak on June 14 from J.R.'s Marina, tournament
headquarters, on Lake Weiss, Crappie Capitol of the
World.
Blast-off was scheduled for 5 a.m. but did not begin
until 5:15 due to inclement weather. Over 300 twoman boats started one-by-one after they received
their tournament package.
Weigh-in started at 2 p.m. at Three Rivers Resort,
near J.R.'s Marina. Each two-man team was limited
to ten fish, minimum length of twelve inches. First
place went to the team of Lane Payne and Richard
Bonds. Their 35.46 pound total catch netted them the
$2000 first place prize.
Roger Farmer and Billy Brindle took second place
and $1500 with their 26.86 pounds of fish.
Steve Griffith and Tommy Womack netted third
place and $1000 with their 24.04 pounds of bass.
All 300 teams chipped in $5 to enter the Big Fish
pot, which Dannj Beavers claimed with his big catch
of the day, a 7.64 pound bass. Beavers won $1500
with his catch, which edged out Cecil Gilley's 7.60
pound bass. Gilley's fish earned him second place,
narrowly edging out Bobby Porter's 7.58 pound bass
for the prize of a trip for two to Las Vegas.
Ten thousand dollars in cash was awarded to the

Jeff Cook from the group Alabama holds one of
the prizes awarded during the Jeff CookHumminbird Celebrity Bass Tournament.
first fifty-place
teams. Over $30,000 in prizes was
given away to the 600 fishermen who participated in

the tournament.
Sam Heaton, Jr., was the lucky winner by random
drawing of the Grand Prize. Heaton took home a
fully-rigged Ranger Bass boat, equipped with a V150
Magnum Mariner outboard engine, Mariner electric
motor, Ranger Trail trailer, and Humminbird LCR
4ID, LCR 3004, and In-Dash depth sounders.
Although the remainder of the teams were not as
lucky as Heaton, all fishermen received a
tournament package full of fishing tackle and other
memorabilia. Each package contained two
tournament t-shirts, two tournament caps, two
Ranger boat caps, two limited edition tournament
crank baits made by Mann's Baits, one pack Auger
Tail Worms, one pack Auger Snakes, one pack Tru
Turn hooks, and one spool Silver Thread fishing line
from Shakespeare. Each team also received two
tickets to June Jam VI.
Jimmy Houston, a professional fisherman
and
twice B.A.S.S. Angler of the Year, emceed the
tournament. Other celebrities who appeared
included Jeff Cook, singer for the country music
super-group Alabama; Rick Camp, former Atlanta
Braves pitching ace; Tom Mann of Mann's Bait; and
Hank Parker, Jr., a professional fisherman
and
Humminbird representative.
Houston and Cook presented the cash awards and
other prizes.
All proceeds from the tournament go to the
Alabama June Jam Fund, which benefits charities
throughout the state of Alabama.

UAH creates Sports Fitness Camp for children
by Beth Gonsewski
for The Exponent

to boys and girls ages 4 through 13. The
camp is conducted by UAH assistant
basketball coach Michael Scarano and
the UAH physical education faculty.

How can you make sure your kids get
enough exercise now that school is out?
Send them to Kids' College! They can
learn soccer skills from an Olympic
soccer coach, develop competitive
volleyball skills, or improve their
fitness while participating in activities
such as swimming, bowling, and
tumbling.
"Olympic Soccer," "Competitive
Volleyball," and "Sports Fitness" are
just a few of the camps being offered
this summer by the Division of
Continuing Education at UAH.
The "All-American Advanced
Olympic Soccer Camp" will be held
June 28-July 2, 1 p.m. until 4 p.m.
Sunday and 8 a.m. until 3 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. It is open to boys
and girls, ages 8 through 19, with one or
more years of successful soccer
experience. They will learn from
former U.S. World Cup and Olympic
soccer coach, Eugene Chyzowych.
Advanced skills and playing
techniques will be stressed.
The "Competitive Volleyball Camp
for Teens" will be held July 13-17, 8
a.m. until noon. It is open to youth ages
14 through 18. UAH volleyball coach
Leila Nabors will conduct the camp. A
mechanical analysis of skills and
individualized instruction are
featured.
The "Sports Fitness Camp" will be
held June 22-26, 8 a.m. until noon
(Session I) and June 29 through July 3,
8 a.m. until noon (Session II). It is open

*
¥

receive additional information on the
many athletic camps being offered this
summer by the UAH Division of
Continuing Education, call 895-6010.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Activities such as raquetball, dance,
and weight training will be modified to
meet the skill level of the campers.
To register for these camps or to

A NEW NIGHT CLUB

*
*
*
*

OPENS THIS FRIDAY, JUNE 19

*
*
*
*
*

With An Old Name

GREAT MUSIC • LIGHTS * SOUND * FUN

TONY CONLEY
NAMED "THE SOUTH S TOP DJ" IN ATLANTA
NOW HE'S HERE IN HUNTSVILLE!!

THE PLUSH HORSE
A CLASS CLUB FOR CLASS PEOPLE
Conduct & Dress Strictly Enforced

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Stars shine in triumph over Oakland A's
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
On Thursday, June 4, the Huntsville
Stars emerged victorious in the game
with their parent team, the Oakland
A's. The firepower of the bats of Reggie
Jackson, Jose Canseco, Stan Javier,
and others quickly put the A's in front
2-0. The Stars' Mark Howie answered
with a solo home run in the fourth
inning to trim the score to 2-1.
The fifth inning was the inning of
glory for Stars' general manager Brad
Fischer. The Stars sent 11 batters to
the plate in the inning and produced
seven runs from the A's pitching. The
inning's hits included singles by Lance
Blankenship, Walt Weiss, and catcher
Jimmy Jones, and a bases-loaded,
three-run double by Tyler Brlinski, a
home-team favorite. The score was 8-2
by the end of the inning and that is ho w
the figures remained on the scoreboard
until the final out in the ninth inninc
After the Stars' exciting win, Stars
manager Brad Fischer expressed his
thoughts about the game to The
Exponent. Did he think the Stars
could actually beat the Oakland A's?
"Sure!" Fischer said adamantly. "I
knew that it (a win) would be a question
of how ready we were for them (the
A's)."
The key to the big fifth inning? "We
got some pitches to hit and we did it. It
was one of the biggest innings of the
year for us."
When asked how he felt when the
game ended, Fischer said, "T was
feeling pretty good about it. I was
pretty happy. I know the loss was
embarrassing for them (the A's),
though."
When second baseman Mark Howie

Jose Canseco, formerly with the Huntsville Stars, displays some of the power that
earned him the nickname "Parkway Jose." Canseco was in Huntsville for the StarsOakland A's exhibition game.
photo by Hajin Kim
was asked about the win he said, "They
took out some of their starters and we
started filling in gaps. Things just
started to happen. We needed to be
consistent and we were."

When asked about his thoughts
In front of a record crowd of 11,726,
when he saw his hit go over the wall for the Stars shone on Joe Davis Stadium.
a home run against the A's, Howie And the Stars, and the fans, will have
said, "It felt good. I didn't think it was something to brag about for a long
out when I hit it. It was a good feeling!" time.

Over 11,000 fans saw the Huntsville Stars defeat the Oakland
A's 8-2 in an exhibition game at Joe Davis Stadium. Other
sights captured by staff photographer Hajin Kim include former
Los Angeles Dodger Ron Cey (above), now playing for Oakland;
Joe Xavier (far right) who donned an Oakland uniform for this
game; and Mr. October himself, Reggie Jackson (bottom right)
who was less than anxious to sign autographs for fans during
batting practice.

Upcoming in sports locally
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
Alabama Sports Festival
The state finals of the Alabama Sports
Festival will be held in Birmingham June 1922. The sport of interest is Taekwondo, which is
drawing more participants.
If more
involvement occurs, Taekwondo may be a
regional sport in future Festivals.
Huntsville Stars will be out of town for
games with Columbus until the 22nd. June 23
and 24 will be home games against the
Birmingham Barons.

Fishing Rodeo
WAAY-31 and Captain D's Restaurant are
co-sponsoring a fishing rodeo, which promises
fun for the entire family. The rodeo is slated for
July 11 and is for kids ages 6-12. (Parents are
welcome.) Applications are available at kll
Huntsville and Decatur Captain D's stores,
WAAY-31 TV station, the Huntsville Parks and
Recreation Department, Boys' Clubs, and in
the June 21 edition of The Huntsville Times.
Stars Camp
The third session of the Huntsville Stars'
Baseball Camp for children ages 7 and up is
slated for June 29 and 30 at 9 a.m. The children
will receive personal instruction from Stars'
general manager Brad Fischer, pitching coach
Rick Tronerud, and several players. Call 5396422 for more information.
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Stars finish first half of season
by Sheree Barnes
sports reporter
On June 18 the Huntsville Stars
finish the first half of their season in
fourth place of the Southern League
Western Division. As of June 14, the
Stars' record is 33-36, and they are 7
games behind divisional leader the
Birmingham Barons. A first
place
finish would have assured the team a
spot in the divisional playoffs.
The HuntsvilleStars is a team that is
not used to finishing lower than first.
In each of their two previous seasons,
not only have the Stars made the
playoffs, but they have advanced to the
Southern League Championship series
as well. The pennant for their 1985
championship flies over Joe W. Davis
Stadium. The Stars organization also
boasts that during each year of its
existence the Southern League MVP
has come from Huntsville—Jose
Canseco in 1985 and Terry Steinbach
in 1986.
One thing that separates the minors
from major leagues is that the players
do not stick around for long. An
example of this is that half of the 1986
Stars team has gone to triple A, the
majors, or was traded.
"We started the season with a very
young, inexperienced team, but one
with a lot of major league prospects on
the field," stated Bill MacKay, the
Stars' General Manager.
These young Stars had to begin the
season on the road, and they got
behind early, 1-7. When the Stars
returned home they discovered that
their play at home was no better than
their play on the road. Near the latter
portion of May the Stars overcame
their poor start and climbed back to
.500 (25-25). At this point theStars were
within reach of the first place slot,
however, the Barons got hot and the
Stars could gain no ground. The Stars'

road record has improved to 17-17, but
their home record of 16-19 is still
disappointing. When the second half of
the season begins, all clubs' records go
to 0-0 and the second half winner will
take on the Barons to see who
advances to the championship games.
MacKay said that he would "...much
rather have a young team that gets
stronger as the season goes on. Our
club here is young players and all of
them are going to get better. I'd rather
have a hot team, a good improving
team, going into the playoffs than a
veteran team that started the season
hot and then fizzles out as the season
goes on."
Only the top baseball players make it
as far as double A teams, and each of
their dreams is to make it to the major
leagues. Steve Ontiveros, a righthanded pitcher for the Oakland As
said of his time in the minors, "I wasn't
always confident that I would make it
(to the major league), but I knew that I
was going to give it my best shot."
"Baseball is a team sport played by
individuals," said MacKay, "but don't
let me fool you for a minute—when
they are here they want to win. You can
tell when we lose the ballgame by
walking to the clubhouse; you can tell
when we win the championship when
you see a bunch of twenty-somethingyear-old kids jumping up and down."
In the Stars' short history they have
had 12 former players to have pi ayed in
the majors, of which seven are still
playing. Among these seven are such
well known players as Jose Canseco,
1986 Rookie of the Year and Mark
McGwire, one of this year's top
candidates for Rookie honors. The
latest Stars player to advance is Greg
Cadaret. On June 13, Cadaret was
called up to the A's triple A ballclub in
Tacoma, Washington. In addition to
outstanding players, the Stars'
manager, Brad Fischer, is Baseball

America'a 1986 Minor League
Manager of the Year.
For the third consecutive year,
Huntsville has won the President's
Trophy, which is awarded to the
Southern LeagueClub with the highest
opening night attendance. In fact,
Huntsville has led the league in total
attendance in 1985 with 300,000 and in
1986 with 270,000 and is leading again
in 1987. This accomplishment is
impressive considering that
Huntsville is the smallest market in
the Southern League, which consists of
Birmingham, Charlotte, Chattanooga,
Columbus, Greenville, Huntsville,
Jacksonville, Knoxville, Memphis,
and Orlando.
MacKay said that the high
attendance shows that "the people
here have really supported us. I think
the people of Huntsville were looking
for something when the Stars came
along. There wasn't a lot of other
things to do as far as athletics and
entertainment; sure, you had your
bowling alleys and movies, like every
city does. But there wasn't a
professional sports franchise . in
Huntsville and with the growth of

Huntsville, they needed one."
The upcoming home dates are June
23, 24, 27, 29, and 30. There will
be televised games on June 19 and 20 at
6:30 p.m. and June 25 and 26 at 7:30
p.m. on WZDX-54. All of the Stars'
games are broadcast on WFIX-1450
AM, WFMH-1460 AM, WJRA-1310
AM, WWIC-1050 AM, and WFMH101.1 FM.
June 23 will be First American
Federal buy-out night. You can receive
tickets good for general admission or
as a $3 credit towards a box or reserved
seat by going by the buy-out sponsor's
business. June 27 is a "victory night,"
which means that your ticket stub from
this night's game is good for the next
game.
Ongoing promotions are All Faith
Day and McDonald's Jr. Stars. On
Sundays, there is a $1 discount on
tickets by presenting a church bulletin.
On Tuesday and Wednesday nights
youngsters under 12 can receive free
admission with a free membership
card available at McDonald's. Call the
Stars ticket office (882-2562) for more
information.

Ticket Giveaway!
j Who was the Huntsville Stars player to tie the
I Southern League record for the most RBI's in one
j game?

Jose Canseco, in 1985, played for the Huntsville Stars and was named the
Minor League Player of the Year.

! NAME
I

]. student number / office / department
!.phone

Each week, 3 "Pick-A-Date Certificates" will be
given away. These certificates are redeemable
for reserve seats at joe W. Davis Stadium.
This contest is open to all UAH students,
staff, and faculty. EXPONENT staff members
are not eligible.
Fill out the entry form, above,and place in the
envelope on the EXPONENTS door.
A winner will be selected by a random drawing
for entry forms with correct answers. In the
event that there are no correct answers, a
drawing of all entries will be held. The drawing
will be held at 5:30 p.m. the Monday following
publication of the entry form.

Come & Enjoy the Excitement of Stars Baseball
June 24 - WZDX Presents "The Chicken"
June 27 - Coca-Cola / WAA Y - 3 1 Glove Night
July 3 July 4 July 18 July 19July 22 -

Budweiser / WHNT- 19 Beach Towel Night
Kroger / WA F F - 48 Fireworks
Dr. Pepper Baseball Cap Night
National Car Rental Team Picture Night
WBH P P resents "The Chicken"

August 1 - Boone Market /WHNT - 19 Uniform Shi rt Night
August 7 - Burger King Team Poster Night
August 8 - Minit Man / WAFF-48 Umbrella Night
August 15-WAAY-3I Presents "The Chicken"
August 2 1 - Marriott Back Pack Night
August 22 - Burger King Baseball Card Night
August 24 - Christmas in August
August 29 - James Carpet Helmet Night
August 30 - Fan Appreciation Night

And the winner is•••
Brian Strachan was the winner of two tickets to the
A's / Stars game. The answer to the last trivia question
was Terry Steinbach; he was the Huntsville Stars
player to be named the Southern League MVP in 1986.
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WITH FORD CREDIT GETTING THIS...
-t~—J

FROM WOODY ANDERSON IS.
At Woody Anderson, we know getting that
you a $400 check after the purchase or lease.
degree wasn't easy. But when it comes to a
The money is yours whether you finance or
new car, we can help with pre-approved
not.
credit from Ford Credit. Ifyou are working on #
The amount of your credit depends on
an advanced degree or graduating with a
iwhich of these qualified vehicles you choose:
Bachelor's P.egree between October 1. 1986
Ford cars: Escort, Escort EXP, Tempo,
and September 30,1987, you may qualify for
Mustang, Thunderbird, Taurus.
this special college graduate purchase
4se
Ford trucks: Aerostar, Bronco II, Ranger.
program.
So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer stock
Ford
Motor
If you do, you'll receive a $400 cash
you must order by June 1,1987, and you must
Credit
allowance from Ford. Make your best deal on
take delivery of any vehicle by August 31,
Company
any qualifying vehicle and use the money
1987.
toward your down payment, or Ford will send

\

MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT

WOODY ANDERSON

jordan Lane

Sparkman

To: Program Headquarters
Ford/Mercury College Graduate Purchase Program
Post Office Box 549
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48013

FORD

539-9441

Yes, I am interested in your offer, and would appreciate receiving the
1987 Ford/Mercury College Graduate Purchase Program details.
Please send to:
(Print all information)

As verification of my qualification, I am enclosing one of the following:
Notarized copy of my diploma

Name

Letter from Registrar s Office verifying degree and date obtained,
or to be obtained

Address.

Upon receipt of this material and determination of eligibility, we will
mail you the details of the 1987 Ford Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program with appropriate certificates. The personalized
certificate is required to start the purchase rebate payment process.
Allow sufficient time for processing - this offer expires August 31,
1987.

s

City/Stale.

.Zip.

Graduated from:.
(college/university!

Date

........

. Signature

(campus!

